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INTRODUCTION
This study wes underteken to examine the ret sons why-
clients have found it necessary to reapply to a child placing
agency. As a result of questions raised by a group of exec-
utives of child Discing agencies in a small dircussion meetingj
this study was instigated. As fsr hs is known no earlier stud-
ies hsvo treated this aspect of child care. The study is con-
cerned first with the reasons why the client came to the Agency
in the beginning, and the problems with which he asked the
Agency's aid* Secondly, how the /igency tried to help him, and
may have done so without placing the children under the Agency
supervision. Thirdly, why the client returned seeking more
assistance. Finally, why it was necessary for the Agency tnis
time to place these children under its supervision rather than
assisting the client in some other manner.
The study is also concerned with whether or not the
Agency on its part, hod used good judgement in the service
rendered upon first epplicetion. Specifically, wes the Agency
rendering a service to the clients which wes adequate because
of the necessity to return for further assistf.nce' Were they
returning with new problems which had arisen during the inter-
vening period over which the Agency had no control? V»as the
Agency being blind to other problems which existed within the
families and was only investigating a specific problem witnout
looking at the situation as a whole? Was the Agency talcing
oases which It had originally refused simply because pressure

had been brought to beer upon it by some outside source? Was
there any relationship to the length of time between applica-
tions and the problems involved? Wes there any special type
of clients who returned for further assistance?
These matters of speculation resulted in the following
analyses of o&ses in which one or more applications had been
made to the Worcester Children's Friend Society.
Limitations of time made it impossible to examine all
the cases of reapolication to ttie Agency, so the period from
October 1, 1931 to October 1, 1941 was chosen as being a
representative period. During this time the Agency wes under
the same executive and the policies remained consistent during
the entire period studied.
To comprehend this survey one must first understand
the set-up of the Agency. When s client applies for service
he is interviewed by a worker in the "Intake" Department. It
is the responsibility of this worker to explore the client's
problem and all the relcted factors. With this information
obtained, tlie intake worker offers a solution to tne client
which is based on sound principles of social work. This orig-
inal pjriod of study may be a brief interview in which the
client is immediately referred to another agency more special-
ized in his problem, or if it is within the scope of the Agenc;
•
may be a long period in which the intake worker renders a def-
inite service of adjustment to the client and his family.
If the intake worker and the client decide that the

only solution is supervision the client is then referrea to
8 worker in the '^Placing-Out^Depf rtment of the Agency. This
department is responsible for carrying out the plan evolved
in the "Intake' Department and may place thu child in a foster
home or may supervise the child in its own home.
There is also a "Home -Finding" Deportment whose sole
function is to maintain an approved list of suitable foster
homes for the use of the "Plecing-Out " Department.
The ceses selected were those in which the families
applied at one time to the Agency for service, but from which
applications the Agency did not accept any child for super-
vision or placement. Later, when the same families applied
a second time, a child or children were accepted for super-
vision or placement. The cases in which a child or children
had been previously under the supervision or placement of the
Agency were not included as they presented a different problem
All other cases wore included, the one rei.uirement being that
the family was referred finally to the "placing-Out ** Depart-
ment of the Agency.
The cases were selected by an inspection of the Day
Book of the Agency within the period of October 1, 1 ;51 to
October 1, 1941. These particultr dates v;ere chosen as Oct-
ober first is the beginning of the Agency's fiscftl year.
1 "Supervision" for the purposes of this study im-
plies thet the Agency accepts responsibility for a child which
may or may not be placed in a foster home.

There were sixty-five reapolioe tions during the ten
yeer period which were referred to the "Plecing-Out^^Depart-
ment. As only the dpte of reapplication was considered, in
some cases the first apnlicstion may be prior to October 1,
1931. The first step was to read all sixty-five cases and
discard those in which a child had been under the cere of the
Department before. A totr 1 of thirty such cases were dis-
carded. As the purpose of this study wes to find out why the
Agency did not accept a child for supervision or placement at
the time of first application, these cases did not fall with-
in that classification. Therefore, they were not included in
this study. The remaining thirty-five cases were found to
fell within tne previously stated limitations.
After the cases were selected, it wes necesspry to
breek them down into groups for analysis. They fell into nat-
ural groups which form the chapters of this study. Chapter
One deals with cases in which the clients applied to the Agency
for help, but withdrew to place their children in private
homes. Later, they returned, eager to have the Agency assume
the responsibility for their chilaren. Chapter I'wo is aevoted
to cases in which the Agency pieced children at the request
of another agency, although it had had earlier apjlicrtions
from the same families which had been adjusted without the
necessity of Agency supervision. Chapter Three includiSP cases
which returned for help with different problems then those for
which they had at first sought aid. Chapter Pour presents

ceses which reapplied because of the bad health of the mother
Lastly, Chapter Five consists of oases which do not fell into
any of the above classifications.
No schedule was made because of the small number of
cases studied. Howev.^r, all ceses state the period of time
between apDlioe tions, the two problems whicn brought them to
the Agency, and the method by which the Agency had dealt with
them. Analysis was made from reading the ct.se records and
conclusions were drawn after discussions with the workers in
the Agency.
TABLE I
NUMBER OP CASES STUDIED
AND
TOTAL NUMBER IN EACH CLi.SSIFIC/.TION
WORCESTER CHILDREN'S FRIEND SOCIETY
October 1, 1931 - October 1, 1941
Classification Number Studied Total Cases
Failure of Private
Placement 7 14
Placement at the Request
of Other Agencies 7 7
Unrelated Applications 5 5
Ill-health of the Mother 5 5
Unclassified Cases 4 4
28 35
I
CHAPTER I
THE FAILURE OP PRIVATE PLACEi^ENTS
The greatest number of cases, fourteen in ell, which
were accepted by the Agency upon g second request for plece-
ment were those in which the client had already tried his own
plans, but failing in these returned to the Agency again seek
ing helo. Psrents came back admitting tnat their own plans
had been a source of worry to then, or tnat relatives upon
whom they had counted to board their children had for some
reason found it necessary to give them up. The unmarried
mother was particularly concerned over the worries of keeping
her child concealed, and returned asking placement where once
she had refused it.
Case 1. On 6/27/36 the mother of a four year
old illegitimate child came to the office ask-
ing help to buy clothes for her child who was
in a private home. Her employment as a domes-
tic was intermittent and consequently she had
become indebted to the extent of eighty dol-
lars to the family caring for her child. She
felt uncomfortable when she visited her child,
and the women was angered because she was un-
able to pay the child's board. The mother had
apolied to the Agency while receiving financial
assistance from a family agency which had been
supplementing her income. The Agency offerred

her plBcement of the child In & foster home,
but she refused. Inssiiuch es the ftimily e-
gency felt that her clothing problem could
be cared for by government clothing orders,
the case woe left ^Aith thfit agency.
On 12/12/36, seven months later the
worker from the family agency asked for fos-
ter home placement of the boy, five years of
age. The family with whom he was boarding
no longer wanted him because he was an erra-
tic, difficult child whose mother uoset him
every time she visited him. An investigation
by the Agency confirmed the child's history
of difficult behavior, and after several in-
terviews with the nother she agreed to a plan
by which the Agency would piece the child in
a fester home.
This case shows thtt although the mother came to the
Agency requesting clothes for her child, the Agency felt that
that the underlying problem was the boy»s personality which
could not be solved merely by the purchase of clothing. The
Agency therefore, offerred placement, but the mother was not
able to recognize the importance of this secondary problem. It
was not until seven months later that the mother was brought
to this realization with the help of the family agency. She
then returned seeking the service which the Agency originally

offerred.
Another case of illegi tlmecy is shown in the following
Case 2. On 2/20/40 th^^ Agency was asiced to place
8 two months old bsby iramediately. The father,
who made the request, stated that the family's
furniture was still in New Yor;i, and that, he-
cause of expenses attending the baby's birth,
they had no olace for her to stay. The father
resented any 'juestions about himself, and did
not indicate that the child was illegitimate.
Inasmuch as he came from out of state he wag
refused help and referred to an agency near
his own home.
Pour months later, on 6/l<j/40, the mother
of the child came seeking help. She had been
sent by one of the Agency's foster mothers on
whom she had forced the baby in desperation due
to her inability to find a home. Investigation
by the Agency showed thnt the mother lived with-
in the Agency's district ana the baby was ac-
cepted for placement in a foster home. The
father had concealed these facts in the first
ap jlication because they could not marry until
his divorce became final.
Had the father of this child been willing to give the
worker the facts of the case when he first applied there would

lu.
have been no need for a second application. Both he ana the
mother were fearful of anyone learning about the child, end one
would judge th^t in the five months of private CFre they were
constently beset by worries. This couple returned to the Agen-
cy for help when they saw it was their only solution. Both
were intelligent people, and made good clients. The problem
was one of needing someone on whom they could depend to cere
for the child, as they came from a smi.ll comraunity where both
were well known.
Finances play a definite role in private placements.
The following C£ise returned after four years when the mother
found the financial burden too hard.
Case 3. On lxi/22/33 applicfetion was made for
the cere of a three months old illegitimate
child. Because of an inter-agency policy rel-
ative to the ages of acceptance of illegitimate
children, the mother of the child was sent to
the agency caring for small babies. She did
not go, however, and when that agency followed
up the cfise they found that she had placed the
baby in a private home.
Pour years later the mother returned.
She had been working steadily since the birth
of the child and had been able to pay the ba-
by's board, but now she had been laid off and
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owed fifty dollars beck boerd. Siie felt th&t
ner parents' home wes not suitable for the
child due to excessive drinking by her fath-
er, end she had no piece for the child. Be-
cause this Iramature girl wes so confused fol-
lowing the loss of her eraploymunt, the child
was placed in a foster home by the Agency
until she was finally married.
The after crre of this illegitimate child snows the
greatest part of the problem of illegitimacy. The father of
this child was married, end although pressure was put on him
by the girl»s lawyer and the probrtion officer, he did not sup-
port the child as his own family came first. In this partlcula:'
case, the home which the girl found for the child ives satisfac-
tory as long es she was able to keep up tne board payments.
Back of her inability to keep up the payments, one found a girl
completely upset with the threatened loss of hur child. Appar-
ently her only solution was adoption of the child which she did
not wish to happen. While her original application to the Agen-
cy was refused, she declined to follow up another source of
assistance even when it came offerring its help. Her second
request for rssistanco came not only after she had exhausted
all her own resources, but hed also gone into debt.
Sometimes the Agency is consulted from the beginning
of the breakup of a marriage. Due to the Agency's policy of

not taking children for placement until the parents heve come
to a definite decision, Obsos are sometimes closed without the
children being placed, although valuaole asd.stance may have
been rendered the parents by the Agency. Such is the case in
the following:
Case 4. On 4/B/39 the mother came to the of-
fice asking the Agency to place three small
children. She and the father had separated,
and she had hired a girl to care for the
children while she worked. However, she
felt that it was too hard for her to return
home at night to care for the children after
working all day. Placement of the children
seemed to be the only solution. After the
worker had seen th« fpth^^r, it was apparent
that the two did not know their own minds.
The case was finally closed by the Agency
when arrangements were made whereby ti^e fath-
er paid the mother so that she could remain
at home and care for the children until they
had made up their minds whether or not to
live together. A divorce was finally granted,
and the father received custody of the child-
ren although the arrangement to leave them
with the mother continued.
One month later the father asktid tho

Agency to place the cnildren as the mother
had again gone to work. He had the child-
ren with him cered for by an inadequate
housekeeper. The children were pieced
in e foster home to the satisfaction of
both the mother and the father.
When the mother first applied in this c&se, investiga-
tion showed that it was rrther unlikely that she would ever
return to the father. She was the weaker of the two, and some-
what lacking in good morals. She did not have a mother's real
interest in her children, and it was not surprising to the
Agency that the plan which the two worked out was not success-
ful. It remained for the Agency to re-open its esse and place
the children in a foster home.
This case is representative of the cases of domestic
relations with which e child placing agency has to deal; the
first application coming from one parent, the second from the
other. It was not until the divorce was actually granted that
the father realized the mother was more interested in other
things than the children. He was not seeking placement of the
children at first, but when he saw the need for them to heve a
home which provided more than food and shelter he reapplied to
the Agency. This man was never uncooperc tive tov/ard the Agency,
and seemed quite pleased with himself that he had been able to
work out a plan for his children which to him seemed sound.
Such a client who sees the failure of his own plans is much

more Inclined to aid the social worker in making other plans,
than those who come without this experience.
Occasionally the Agency renders an advisory service to
a parent who has withdrawn his application to piece the child
in a private family. This particular ce se is one in which the
Agency made all the necessary investigation end offerred to
place the child, only to find the father satisfied with plans
he had made himself. He did, however, return to the Agency
wishing some guarantee that it would tske ct^re of his child
in the event of his death.
Case 5. On 3/17/36 the father applied for
help in planning for his five yeer old boy
following the desertion of the mother. The
father was found to be a very intelligent
man who had worked hard to improve himself.
The relatives on both sides of the family
were most sympathetic toward him because of
the mother»s desertion. Despite their in-
terest, none of their homes were suitable
and the Agency offerred to place the child
in a foster home. The father, however, was
satisfied with the temporary private home
he had found and withdrew his application.
A year later the father returned to
the Agency stating that he was worried about
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whet would happen to the boy if he died.
He wished the Agency to guaronbee to care
for the child in the event of his death.
It was suggested that his insurance be
written with the boy as beneficiary but
with the Agency as trustee. By this pro-
cedure the Agency would always he in touch
with the child, if not actually caring for
him.
Another year passed and father fa-
gain returned, this time saying that he
was dissatisfied with the home in which
his boy was living. He felt that partial-
ity was being shown to the woman's own
children and as a result the boy's dispos-
ition was being spoiled. He was very much
upset over the home and asked now that the
Agency place his child in one of its homes.
Acting on the original decision, the Agency
placed the boy in a foster home.
This man came first to the Agency seeding a home for
his child. While the Agency wea making the investigation he
had already placed the boy in a privete family. Althoxigh this
arrangement remained satisfactory to him for almost two years,
it is interesting to note that he returned to consult witn the
Agency. It indicated thtit he felt the security of the Agency

iwas behind him. Coming ae a stranger to the Agency the first
time, he must have received the help he wished and felt that
he had found someone to whom he could turn if his own plans di<3(
not work out. It is extremely significant that he wished the
Agency to guarantee cere of his child in the event of his deethl
and consequently not surprising that he eventually returned to
the Agency for foster home care when he found his child malad-
justed in the home of his choice.
Illness of the foster mother is sometimes the cause of
failure in a private placement and the reason the Agency ac-
cepts a child.
Case 6. On 9/6/30 the Agency was asked
advice by anot^-ier agency about a private
home which an unmarried mother was plan-
ning to use for her new born child. The
plan WFS to use this home and send the mo-
ther to a correctional school. The Agency
disapproved the home, but was not asked to
make any other plans for the child.
Eight years later the mother applied.
She was married and still boarding her illeg-
itimate child. Inasmuch as the foster mother
was sick, she was seeking a temporary heme
for the child. The Agency placed the child
in a foster home temporarily. It then tried
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to make the mother realize that she should
take the child into her own home now that
she was married. This she refused to do
despite her husband's approval of the plan.
Therefore, because the Agency felt that the
child should be with the mother and her
husDand, it refused further care of the
child. The mother was then forced to make
other plans and she placed the child in
an orphanage.
It would appear that this girl hed at first mad© rea-
sonable provision for her child, and when she returned to the
Agency eight years later she was asking only temporary care.
In talking with the worker she admitted that she had had many
worries over the child during the years, and more then once
she had thought she would come to the Agency for advice. Her
own family had disowned her following the birth of the child,
and now that she was married she was afraid she would jeopard-
ize her happiness by having the child at home.
Eight years after the child's birth this girl was no
neerer a decision about the child than the day it was born.
In the first instance the Agency was not given any chance to
help the girl other then to say whether or not it approved
the proposed home. Under these conditions it wbs not ethicel
for the Agency to attempt to make plans for the child. Obvi-
ously, this girl was in need of help which only the Agency

could give her. It might have been thet if the child could
have been supervised by the Agency at the time of first appli-
cation, the mental attitude of the mother could have been
changed by contact with the Agency over a period of years and
she might have bean willing to have teken the child into her
home after marriage, us the case turned out, it seems that
the Agency was a little hasty in refusing to keep the child,
at least for a longer period of time. After more consideratio|i
the mother might have changed her mind and allov/ed the child
to be teken into her home, thus saving tne child from a life
in an orphanage.
Perhaps the greatest tragedy of private placement is
the abuse of a cbild by those having the responsibility of its
care.
Case 7. On 12/51/29 the mother of two
children asked for care of herself and
children. The home that day was broken
up end she was very '*nervous". The Agenf
cy found that the mother was on the verge
of a psychosis and under the treatment
of a psychiatrist in the social service
department of a hospital. For this rea-
son no further inquiry was mede anc the
mother was sent beck to the hospital
social service. A year and a half later

the hospital social service department
asked the Agency to take the children in
order to give the mother a rest. During
the investigation the mother was committed
to the State Hospital, The father with-
drew the application and placed the child-
ren privately. On 6/S0/57 the woman's
probation officer asked the Agency to
take the youngest girl as she had been
sexually abused by a man in the home in
which she was living.
This case is concrete evidence of the risks of private
placements. The new law*^ recently enacted may help to reduce
such risks as this because the Department of Public Welfare is
now required to place its approvfl upon homes where children
are boarded. At the same time it may force parents to seek
the helD of a private agency sooner due to the difficulty of
finding homes which meet thu approval of the Department.
Table II shows the cases which failed in private place-
ments during the period studied. These cases are compiled in
this manner as further case by case analysis seems repetitive.
The Table shows the cause of the first application, the reason
2; Chapter 6:i9 Section 1-B of Mass. Acts of lci41 pro-
vide that oersons boarding a child under fourteen years of age,
for gain, shall be licensed by the Dept. of Public Welfare.
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why the children were not pieced, the disposition of the Agen-
cy, and the disposition of the client, the time between appli-
cations, end the cause of the final application which resulted
in the placement of the children.
As can be seen from the Table, the length of time be-
tween applications ranged from one month to eleven yetrs. The
median length of time was fourteen months. It is doubtful if
any interpretation can be drewn from this bocause of the wide
range in such a small number of ctses.
It is significant, howevtjr, that of the fourteen cases
studied, in all but one, the client's own solution was place-
ment of the child. To be sure, severcl of the cases were
placed with relatives, but this is usually both tne client's
and the Agency's first thought when placement seems advisable.
There appear from a study of the Table to be four def-
inite reasons why private placements failed:
1. Parents' inability to pay board.
2. Children too difficult for the home.
6, Home's inability to keep the children,
4. Dissatisfaction with the private placement.
Parents' Inability to Pay Board
In two cases the parents asked only for financial as-
sistance in maintaining their ohilciren in private homes, Thio
was their first recognition of the fact that they did not have
the ability to cere for the children without some form of as-
sistance. Some of these reasons, however, overlap as indicatel

in Case 1, In which such an application was only a disclosure
of greater problems such as a difficult boy as well as an
interfering parent. In these two cases oven after the Agency
had found that financial assistance would not be tne solution,
the clients preferred to withdraw their applications and main-
tain their status quo. It seemed that the Agency lacked the
ability to convince these parents that they were being short-
sighted in not per-nitting the Agency to help tnem. This is
not intended as a criticism of the Agency, but of social work
In general.
Children Too Difficult for the Home
Next, there are three cases in which the children were
difficult problems and beyond the ability of the average pri-
vate home. In one case, the interference of a parent in the
privste placement while the foster parents were sincerely try-
ing to bring up a child not their own, aided in making this
child a difficult problem. The other two crses represented
sulky, disagreeable chi. dren who brought no pleasure to the
homes in which they had been pltoed. Their foster parents
needed encouragement and guidance such as tne Agency could
offer. Instead, they wore feced with the difficulty of deal-
ing directly with a critical parent.
Home's Inability to Keep the Children
Pour cases showed the instability of private placement
by the fact that they gav© up the children after a relatively
short time. In two cases the foster mother went to work, ap-

parently without consideration of the fact that the parenta
had depended upon her to care for the children. In one case
the foster mother became ill. This is a somewhat unpredict-
able factor but it assumes importance in thy life of a boarded
child. The Agency realizes this and considers tne hetilth of
prospective foster parents, whereas it probably does not occur
to the client when he is seeicing a home. In the fourth case
the relatives gave up the child after ten months, indicating
that they lacked any reel interest in the child as they had
no reason other than the fact that they W4:?re tired of her.
All these cases demonstrate the lack of ability of
the clients to foresee eventualities which affect the future
lives of their children.
Dissatisfaction with the private Placement
The largest group were those parents who were dissat-
isfied with the foster home in which they had placed their
children. A father felt his child was discriminated against.
An unmarried mother feared disclosure of her secret. A child
was sexually abused. These Incidents of feer, discrimination,
and abuse became concrete problems in the lives of the clients
who returned seeking the help of the Agency,
It 1b not fair to say that all private placements
fail, as there are so many factors involved in such action;
the personalities of tne parents, of the chila, anc of the
foster home oeing the most dominant. In addition to this
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there are the fsctors of flnfincing, co-nposition of the foster
family, religion and health. Eech of these in itself ie able
to cause e breakdown not only in a privste placement, but also
in an Agency placement. However^ the chief advantage of Agen-
cy placement over private placement is, thp. t the Agency has
more homes from which to choose, ana nas tne experience in
picking a home for a child so as to minimize these fcictors.
In addition to this, the Agency has a much more secure footing
in a foster family, having chosen it for its stability and its
potential ability to deal with the prospective child.
While the Agency has many functions, it is inter.jsting
to note that in the study of those cases in which private
placement was tried by the parents, ell cases fell into two
classifications; illegitimacy ana dornestlc rtlationti. Could
there be any significance to this finding in such a small num-
ber of oases? This may be a possible indication thpt the priv-
ate placement is resorted to only in cosws of extreme pressure.
Conclusions
Pron the evidence preaenteo oy the fourteen cases, the
writer concludes that the client's first desire is to work out
a solution for himself. Even with the Agency's help he pre-
fers to use his own plan first. He subsequently finds that
he did not see all the problems involved, but wss merely pro-
viding for the immediate situation rather then for the future.
Second; the sucess of private plecements depends principally
on the payment of board and the behavior of the child. Third;

in cases of illegitimacy the mother of the child needs guid-
ance in planning for the future of the cnild in addition to
the child's need of & home. Fourth; there is & definite risk
in private placements in the possible abuse of a child. Fifth;
all the coees studied in which private placement was resorted
to by the client were those of domestic reletiont or illegit-
imacy.

CHAPTER II
PLACEMENT AT THE REQUEST OF OTHER AGENCIES
This chspter is devoted to the discussion of cases in
which an original application w? s made to the Agency but, for
various reasons the child was not pieced. At a subsequent
date, upon application of another agency, the child was pieced
in a foster home.
The Worcester Children's Friend Society maintains a
policy of putting its services at the disoosal of the various
courts. By this procedure it accepts many casos which were
formerly withdrawn.
Case 15. On 7/22/56 the father of a five
year old girl asked the Agency to care
for her. He had separated from the mother,
taking his child with him. He felt that
he had been deceived by the mother when
he learned later after marriage that she
had borne three illegitimate children
prior to the marriage and had also served
a term in prison. When he found that the
Agency did not maintain en institution he
withdrew his application as he felt he did
not want the child in a foster home. A
year later he returned. In the interven-
ing period, the child had returned to her
mother and he had obtained a divorce and
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re-married. This time he sought help in
obtaining custody of tbe girl as he felt
she wes being brought up in immoral sur-
roundings. At the advice of the Agency
a petition was made to Probtte Court.
The court then requested the Agency to
place the child in a foster home while an
inquiry wbs being made into the situation.
The judge felt that neither parent should
have the child until it wes decided which
one wrs suitable to csre for har. Mean-
while, the child remained in the Agency's
care until custody was finally awarded to
the father.
This case is the type in which a private agency gener-
ally does not wish to assist. The mother with three illegiti-
mate children, who had served a prison sentence, appeared to
have no interest whatsoever in this caild. Likewise, there
was a question as to whether or not the father had any real
interest in the child as he allowed her to return to the mother
If this were true, and the Agency took the child it was poseibln
that the parents would disappear leaving the Agency solely re-
sponsible for the child. The Agency would be unable to commit
the child to the State because as long as she remained in a
foster home she was neither dependent nor neglected. Because
the Probate Court asked the Agency to take the child, an oppor-

tunity was given to study the whole situation, and as a result
the father was granted custody of tne girl.
Ihe three following CRses illustrate the Agency's re-
lationship with the Juvenile Court. They represent cases in
which the children were not taiien by the Agency the first time,
but upon the request of the Juvenile Court they were placed in
foster homes under the supervision of the Agency.
Case 16. On I/20/30 a mother applied to the
Agency for the care of two boys, age six and
seven. The boys were in a local orphanage
following the desertion of their father.
After investigation by the Agency it was
found that the mother was two hundred dollars
behind in her board to the orphanage and
needed financial assistance. Her desire
to place the children with the Agency was
mainly because she y^as in arrears 'JLn her
board ratner than an interest in foster
home care. Therefore, the Agency refused
to take the boys and sent her to the Board
of Public Welfare for financial aid. Five
years later the mother again came to the
Agency. The father, in the meantime, had
committed suicide. The boys were now in
an institution and the mother thought

it would be nice for them to be on a farm
for the summer. Before the Agency had had
time to reinvestigate the cese, the mother
had withdrawn her apolicfttion as she had
found a home for the hoys herself.
On 2/15/58 the mother again came
to the Agency sent by the Child Ouidance
Clinic. The boys had been living at home
for the past six months and the mother
could not control the oldest, who was
difficult and before the Juvenile Court
as s school offender. The Child Guidance
Clinic, at the request of the Court, re-
ported that the boy's difficulties were
caused by the mother's failure to make a
home for him until recently. They urged
foster home placement to the Court in order
that he inight have a fresh start in a new
environnent away from antagonistic school
authorities. They felt tht t if the Agency
would take the boy, his difficulties might
disappear. Accordingly, the boy was taken
by the Agency and placed in a foster home.
The disinterest of a mother, who was willing that her
children be placed in orphanages and institutions instead of
hep making a real home for them, could not help but make itself
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shown in some unfortunate manner, suoh as tiie difficult behav-
ior which the older boy manifested.
Cose 17. On 11/12/29 a neighbor asked the
Agency to speak with a father about his two
hoys who he considerod were not getting ad-
Ss^uate care. The metier had recently died
and they were being cered for in the home
by a fifteen year old sister, iifter talking
with the Agency the f ther decided he did
not wish to place the boys in a foster home
and would continue as he had been doing.
Nine years later the Juvenile Court
esked the Agency to place tha younger boy
age sixtsen. The boy had been placed on
probation for steeling, but he had asked
the probation officer to send him to a
correctional school es he was so unhappy
at home with his father and new step-moth-
er. It was leerned that the boy was a
great problem at home and his conduct
caused a great deal of difficulty with the
otiiers in the home. His father was unable
to discipline him and resorted to calling
him shiftless, lozy and no good. This was
the situation which the Court thought the
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Agency might ba able to remedy by a foster
hoiTie end consequently asked for placement.
The boy was placed in a foster home by the
Agency.
Hftd the father been willing, this boy could have bene-
fited much earlier through the assistance of the Agency. If,
through an interview, the father could not see the inadequacy
of his arrangements, it seems that the Agency should have forcec
enlightment upon hira by referring the cose to the protective
agency for possible chsrge of neglect.
Case 18. On 9/lo/37 a thirteen year old
boy was referrjd to the Agency by the fam-
ily doctor. The doctor asked the Agency
to investigate as he felt the father was
trying to get rid of thu boy.
A visit was made to the home and
the worker talked with the step-mother.
She referred to the boy as a problem be-
cause of his lying, stealing and running
away. As the father was not there, e
letter wtis written to him offering the
services of the Agency. He did not reply
and the case was dropped. One month It ter,
the Juvenile Court asked tae Agency to
take the boy es he had run away. The pro-

bation officer did not ffc*el that tn© boy
should return home until a more complete
investigation had been made. The boy was
placed in a foster home. The invy stigttion
proved that the boy had been cruelly and
abusively treated. He had been beaten,
starved, disclaimed and overworked. He
was accepted by the /agency for h long term
placement in a foster home.
This case appeared to reflect upon the Judgement of the
Agency in closing It without any action. The Agency is not a
protective agency, but there is one in tne community. It would
seem that there was definitely an implication of neglect here,
end that it should have been referred to tne protective agency
for further investigation. Such action might nave prevented
another runaway on the part of tne boy, and might have straight
dned out the home situation without the necessity of court
action. By the time the boy ned reached the court he would
not return home. His running away was his own method of getting
out of a very difficult and unbearable home situation.
In addition to serving the Courts, the Agency accepts
for temporary care any child made homeless regardlwss of cause*
This service is utilized many times by the Society of Preven-
tion of Cruelty to Children, and the following two cases are
representative of this aspect of the Agency's wor^.

Gas© 19. On 2/6/2^ the mother applied for
foster homo care of her six year old boy.
He was living with his grandmother out she
could no longer keep him. Investigation of
the C6S© showed that the mother had already
had one child coiiiinittwd to the btato as neg-
lected, and thht this hoy was being supported
by e board of public v/elfare. The Agency
refused to do anything for the motaer, feel-
ing that tne responsibility lay with tho
board of public welfare. Fours years later
the mother again ask«Q for placement. The
boy v;&s living out of town end shti wantea
hira near her. Inasmuch as the situation I'e-
mained tne same as oefore she was again refused
any assistanc^i
.
On ll/lo/SJ the Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Children asiced immedi-
ate temporary o&re for the boy, aged sixteen.
He had been living with his aunt who had
turned him out, and as his mother had only
a single furnished room he had no piece to
go. Investigation showed that the boy had
rheumatic heart disease and needed better
thf. t average care. His aunt had felt that
as he was sixteen he should now support him-

self. Tii^ Agency fait thet because of nxs
Heert condition tht t further c&re should
be given to him. Consequently he wes placed
in a foster home after an investigation was
completed
•
This case probably would hcve been coneistently re-
fused hud it not been for the emergency situation. This is
anothif example of a esse in which the Agency feared being
left with a child whos^i nother had already neglected one child
This boy wes a public charge. Some public agencievS terminate
their services when possible at sixteen years of age, but this
boy with a bad heart was not able to e&rn his living as boys
the same age in good health. The request of tnb Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children wiis the determining fac-
tor which resulted in the Agency's acceptance of this child
despite two previous refusals.
The following ctise is interesting because it represent;
the Agency's refusal to take s child into care without guard-
iansiiip, and reversing itself because emergency care was re-
quested by the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Child-
ren.
Case 20. On l/lo/4u the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children asked
the Agency for foster home care for a
fifteen year old girl who could not get

along with hor father end step-mother.
She W8S living with h^r grandmother, but
found it equfilly difficult there. The
father was employed and earning enough
to support the family and the Agency
felt that before the girl was placed in
a foster home, the father should agree to
support her. This he refused to do. as
the girl was becoming incree singly dif-
ficult, thu solution ley in the Agency
assuming guardianship in order to place
the girl and force her father to support
her. She refused to neme the Agency as
guardian so the Agency then refused to go
any further with the esse despite its know-
ledge that the girl needed help. The Soci-
ety for the prevention of Cruelty to Child-
ren, failing to obtain placement from the
Agency, pieced her in the home of an aunt.
Nine months later the Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children asked
for emergency care for the girl as the aunt
had turned her out and refused to have her
back. The Agency took her temporarily, but
this time was able to obtain her fa tiler's
consent to support her as he saw no other

solution. With this action completed,
the Agency made plans to keep her indef-
initely.
There was no question but what the father was able to
pay for the girl's support, but it would seein that this should
have been foregone for the best interests of the child. This
esse appears to be one in which the child should neve been
placed when the first application was made without the need of
a second application for the same problem.
Case 21. On 1/21/37 the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children asked
the Agency to care for three children who
were being neglected by their father and
mother. The oldest, a girl sixteen had
been abused by the father and nad sought
shelter in an orphanage where she hau spent
her earlier years. Although investigation
by the Agency confirmed the first agency's
findings, it refused to place thu children
in a foster home because it felt thtt the
background and mentality of the children
were so poor as to preclude any chance of
success with them. They were a time-con-
suming tyoe of case that yielded little
results. Three months later the Society
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for the Prevention of Cruelty to Child-
ren asked the Agency to reconsider its
earlier decision and C! re for the six-
teen year old girl. She had returned
home to her father and was alone with
him as the mother had been committea to
the State Hospital during the intervening
period. The Agency agreed, that if, after
the girl had been seen by the Child Guid-
ance Clinic and the psychiatrist, they felt
that the Agency could help by placing her
in a foster home, it would do so. The
Clinic recommended placing the girl in a
foster home, and it was accordingly done.
This case was one which the Agency thought unaesirable
from many points of view. It definitely refused to care for
the children and left the Society for the Prevention of Cruel-
ty to Children to make other plans for them. The Agency was
urged to reconsidar the application. In order to be fair
about its earlier decision the Agency had the girl seen by a
psychiatrist skilled in the problems of adolescence. In this
case the Agency reversed itself and accepted the judgement of
the group.
This case was included in this group because is shows
that the Agency will reconsider a case once refused, and will
carry ita investigation further In an effort to do the best
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possible thing for the child.
Conclusions
Prom 8 study of these crses it would seem that the
Agency would never have taken sny of the.n into consideration
had not pressure been put UDon it by outside sources.
In three of the cases the basic problems remained the
same, but increased in intensity. These cases are ones with
an aspect of public responsibility which the Agency was very
reluctant to take. It was afraid the parents might disappear
leaving the Agency entirely responsible for the children.
Therefore, the Agency waited until the problems became so
acute they were almost e moral obligation to the community to
take tnera.
In two of the esses when applicetiuns were made, the
problem was dependency which the Agency does not assist. They
were, consequently, left with the agencies already giving them
that assistance. However, when the problem changed and became
a treatment of difficult children, the Agency was willing to
place them.
In two other cases the Agency's Inves tigs t ion of the
cases were too supGrficial to draw any valid conclusions as to
whether or not neglect was a f^iCtor, so that on the surface
the Agency's services were not needed. There remained, howeve]'
enough evidence to warrant reference to the protective agency
to make a final decision c.s to whether or not legal steps
should be taken for the protection of the children.
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To summarize these ceses it appeared that:
The Agency will not accept cases at the request of
another agency without first investigating the case.
The Agency will not take children into its cwre if
the situation is not agreeable to the Agency, unless the sit-
uation becomes so critlcsl that there is no other place for
the children to go.
The Agency used poor Judgement in not referring
cases of neglect and abuse to protective agencies.
The need of the child should be the primary factor
in accepting a case rether than the financial assets of the
f e ther
.
The Agency is fearful of bv:JComing solely responsi-
ble in some dependent cases.
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CHAPTER III
UNREUITKD APPLICATIONS
Agencies' ere familiar with tlio clients that return for
assistance due to s new problem arising. This type of reappll
•
cetlon accounted for five of the ctr.eB in this study, and en
snelysis follows to detemine the difference between the two
problems causing the applications.
Cope 22. On 6/5/:i9 a mother telephoned
aeking the Agency to take her four cnild-
ren as the father hed just deserteo. It
was found that she was being aided by the
Board of public Welfare so assistance was
refused. On 8/15/29 the mother again ap-
plied as the father hcd deserted a second
time, end the family had received o notice
of eviction. She was again refused as she
still was being aided by the Board of pub-
lic Welf»;re.
On 8/6/41 the fourteen year old
boy was referred by an older man. The
boy had been selling papers outside his
office, and seemed continually depressed.
Investigation revealed that the mother had
remarried and the step-father drank ex-
cessively. As both parents worked, the
boy was largely unsupervised. H© hed al-
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ready been in court for steeling along
with an older brother, but because of nis
3routh he was placed on probation while
the brother was sent to a correctional
school. As he was fast becoming a delin-
quent child he was accepted by the Agency
for foster home care for the summer.
The refusal of the first two applications was based
on the feet th^t the fsmily was aided by thu Board of Public
Welfare, end the problem was that of dependency. The ftct
that the brepkup of the family was imminent might have been a
cause for the Agency to go further into its investigation, but
as the Agency's policy limited its services to particular prob-
lems involving the child, it was justified in refusing service
and leaving the case with the Board of Public Welfare. The
third apolicfition was caused by a problem boy. The mother re-
marked that if the Agency hpd helped her tne first time she
applied she never would have had all the subsequent trouble.
This may be a rationalization oa her part, but it remained for
the Agency to welt until there was a specific problem within
the family before taking any action.
The following case is one in which the father felt that
the mother wrs not csring for the family properly, but because
of her refuspl to work with a social agency little was done.
Case 23. On 1/16/28 the father applied
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to the Agencj for suparvisi-n of his
children in their own home as ho felt
) the mother did not glva tnem the neces-
sary CBre. After tt Iking v/ith tne father
he wae referrec to the f t lily agency.
The fsmily agency racde several cells et
the home, but ^withdrew when the mother
insisted that she did not wtnt their
help. The father later returned saying
thot he wished them to continue, but it
seemed futile as the mother continually
forbsde their coming.
On 8/5/40 the motuer applied to
the Agency for tii'-3 care of hur boy aged
twelve. He was stealing, and was a prob-
lem in school. The Agency felt thtvt in
such a large f mlly this boy was not get-
ting the supervision he needed and that a
foster home might help nlm. For this rea-
son the boy was accepted by the Agency.
Becaus of poor home conditions, the first application
was rightfully referred to a family agency that they might as-
^
sist the father in making the home better. The definite prob-
lems which arose after a period of thirteen years accounted for
the re-applicctlon of this ease.
Case 24. On 6/22/.i8 a mother asked the
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Agency to help with plans for six of
eight childryn while slie went to the
hospital for confinement. R&ther than
place so manj children from one fs.nily
the Agency foand an cunt who was willing
to act OS housekeeper so there was no
necessity to place the children.
On 5/6/40 en application was
made for an eleven year old girl in the
family suffering frora chorea. As th«
home wee now crov/ded with twelve children
this child did not get sufficient rest
necessary for the treatment of her illness.
Because of this, the child was accepted
for convalescent care in a foster home.
The first application made by the mother was one which
the Agency practically always accepts for foster home care.
This particulor time it was not necesst ry to use placement al-
though the Agency assisted in obtaining a housekeeper. The
second application for a convalescent girl had no relationship
to the earlier problem, and the case was readily accepted.
The following case is interesting becsuse it shows the
failure of the apTDlicant to tell the Agency that she was al-
ready receiving help from another agency.
Case 25. On lu/3/o8 the motner of two

small children asked for foster home
Care, She and the father had had a
I very unhappy married life and quarreled
continually. Upon the advice of her
priest she wished to separate from him.
Further inquiry made ,thw Agency feel the
case was one of domestic relations and
suggested to the mother that she go to
the family agency for help. It was later
discovered that at the time she had ap-
plied she was receiving advice from the
family agency, but did not mention it.
The Agency had been neglectful in not reg-
istering the case with the Social Service
Index which would have disclosed the al-
ready existing relationship with the family
agency.
Two and a half years later the
mother returned to the Agency. She and
the father had been separated for about
six months end recently her ten year old
girl had been having frequent fainting
spells. The doctor had advised her that
this was caused by th girl's unhappiness
over the home situation end had advised
placement in a foster home. Investigation
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by the Agency showed that th^B doctor's
diagnosis was essentielly correct end
In addition there were accompanying
health Droblems . In the hopes tdet
these difficulties could be cletired up,
the child vfBB placed In r foster home.
The problem which the mother presented to the woricer
when she first epnlied was one of msrital diff iculti-uis ana it
W6B quite natural for the worker to refer hur to t. family agen-
cy which specialized in this type of case. Thw mother gave no
indication thpt the children 'vere affected by the quarreling,
nor did the Agency investigate to find out. It is a question
whether or not the Agency should have done this before leaving
the problems in the hands of another agency.
Cose 26. On 8/26/36 a mother epplied
asking for cere for two children age
two and three. Investigation showed
thpt although the mother esked for
placement what she really wanted was
to give up her employment and str-y home
to cpre for the children. Bectuse the
family income was Insufficient if she
did not work, she was referred to the
family agency for financial assistance
In maintaining the family.
Three years later the mother
f
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returned to the Agenoy. The pr rents had
separated end the girl wbs living with
relfitives. The five yojir old boy was be-
ing tree ted st the Child Guidance Clinic
for his cruelty to enimfils, fighting v/ith
other children, end his ^ggreeeiveness
,
These problems were of such severity thet
the Tiother could not deel with them at
home end the boy was placed in a faster
home
,
The first fippllcption in this CRse whs becruee of in-
sufficient income, with no indication that there v;ps k problem
child. Three years elapsed before the family returned to the
Agency with a new problem, during which time the fr-mily situa-
tion hed changed entirely.
TABLE III
Reesons for First end Second Applicetlons to the
Worcester Children's Friend Society
October 1, 1931 to October 1, 1941
Time between
Case Applications First Application Second Application
22 12 years Desertion of father Problem child
23 13 years Poor home conditions Problem child
24 12 years Illness of mother Heelth of child
25 2a years Marltfil difficulties problem child
26 3 years Insufficient Income Problem child

Conclusion
Prom an onslysls of the crses In thi? chapter it sp-
peers that the grent lapse of time between epplicetions pre-
cluded the discovery of sny subsequent problems at the time
the first sppl lea
t
Iohk . However, it is recognized thet the
Initiel problems 'vere coitrlbuting factors to the subse4Uent
problems.

CHAPTER IV
ILL-HEALTH OP THE MOTHER
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze why the first
request of a family for foster home care was refused but, the
Same request at a later date, occasioned by the ilinest of the
mother, was accepted.
Case 27. On 2/24/37 the Board of Public
Welfare asked the Agency to ct.re for a
thirteen months old baby while the mother
went to the hospital for an operation. The
next dsy the request was withdrawn wnen it
was found that the father could care for
the child himself as he was not working.
Four months later the mother again asked
the Agency to care for the baby wnile she
returned to the hospital for a second oper-
ation. The father v/es now working ana there
was so one to care for the child. The Agen-
cy then placed her in a foster home until
the mother was able to return home.
This case is typical of one of the more simple functions
of the Agency. If tne Agency finds that tnere is no one to car©
for children while the mother is in a hospital it will accept
the responsibility and place the children in foster homes.
Case 28. On 6/29/o9 the father of two
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children asked the Agency to care for
them as he was Rbout to be evicted for
non-payment of rent. He did not want to
apply for public assistance as he felt he
had been mistreated by the Board of public
Welfare in the past. Inasmuch as his prob-
lem was financial, he was referred to the
family agency rather than the Boaro of
Public 'Aelfare.
Three months later the family a-
gency requestec care for the two ciiildren
in order to allow the mother to rest and
regain h^r health prior to an operation.
The request was granted and five weekts of
foster home care was given the two child-
ren.
In this case, the first application was for financial
assistRnce and consequently was referred to another agency.
The second application was due to the mother's ill-health ana
therefore cere was given the children.
Case 29. On b/lb/o6 tho Board of Public
Welfare asked the Agency to place a 'hj.r-
teen year old boy in a foster home for the
summer. His parents were divorced and he
was living with a very erratic motner whose

close association with him wss edversely
affecting his personality. It was hoped
that hy separating them and piecing this
boy in a normal foster home his personal-
ity might improve. The Agency wts unable
to obtein the mother's consent to this
plan and the case was consequently closed.
However, one yosr later the Board of Public
Welfare again asked the^ Agency to ctre for
this boy. This time they had been success-
ful in committing the mother to the btate
Hospitol and in trsnsfering the custody
over to the f ether who had consentec to the
plen of foster home Cfre. W/ith this obsta-
cle overcome the Agency was able to care
for the boy.
In this cese the health of the mother wet the primary
reason for both applications, p'rom the oeginniag, the Agency
felt that the boy was being adversely effected by his long as-
sociation with his mother, but it was not a situation in which
neglect could be proven and the child teken away by law. For
this reason the Agency was unable to render any service wnen
first asked, but had to wait until part of tne sxtuabion had
changed.
Case 30. On 10/27/37 a neighbor asked the

trivialities and reconciliation aeamed
possible. Therefore, the mother wbb
told thet the Agency would not care for
the child and shd would have to car^s for
it herself.
Pour years later the f i tiier asked
the Agency's help. Tne parents had oe-
oome reconciled wiien they had found it
difficult to board their child. This
time the mother was ill in the hospital
and the father was unable to cere for the
three children. Yrfith tne help of the A-
genoy two of the cnildren ver© plj^Cod with
their grandmother, and the youngest was
put in a foster nome.
The good judgement of the Agency in refusing to care
for the cnild upon tne first requ^^st ^aa cori-oborated later
by the reconciliation of tne parents. It would appef.r from
the record that this obstacle was ins tru.Tientt.l in bringing
the parents together again and indicates txiai: the Agency
should not make It too easy for parents to trtinsfer the re-
aponsibility of their children to oth^r people.
Conclusions
In all of tnese cases but one, tne iig«^ncy was merely
rendering a special service to the coirununity by temporarily
placing the children in foster homes while tau mothers were
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ill. There were no problems involved in tae children and the
first appliCBtion had no relationship whatsoevc-r to the sub-
sequent application in these coses.
This type of service, although generously given, is
often abused. When a mother becomes ill and finds hospital-
ization necessary, it is often much easier to asK the iigency
for assistance than it is to bother making arrangements within
the family. It is for this ref son that tne Agency meKts a
complete investigation before caring for thn? child.
In the remaining cese, however, the ill-het.lth of the
mother became a definite problem, and both applications per-
tained to this problem. It was not until thw motner's mentel
Illness became acute enough for aospitelization tm t the sit-
uation changed making placement of the child possible.
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C^iAPTBK V
UHCLASSIFIF.D CASES
A study of four cosas comprise the contents of this
chapter. These cases are not loglcelly classified in any pre-
vious grouping.
Case Z>2. On 1/14/33 application vvr.s made
for the plficement in & foster nor.e of a
sixteen year old bjy hsdly cripplec by
polyiomyelitis . He as at a hospitrl for
crippled children at the time and there
were not sufficient funds for hi i to re-
main there. His return home swemed in-
advisable because of an irrithbl* depos-
ition and an inferiority complex caused
"by his infirmity. The Agency assist^^d in
obtpining funds fro^n tne Board of public
Welfare to .ieep him in tne hospital long-
er.
One ye??r later applic&tion vias
again made as he was ready for discharge
front the hospital. He was still badly
crippled, but wee. now able to ^valx with-
out braces and apxi normal use of ills
hands. The Agency this time plactio him
In 8 foster home in tne nopys of helping
his disposition and assisted him in find-

ing employment peinting toys.
In this cese, the first application was considered by
the Agency, but when it was found thot the boy might profit
froTi further treetment in the hospltel, funds wore secured by
the Agency to keep him taere. The second applici^tion hcd ex-
ectly the seme circums tences except tae nosyittl felt tn^t
they could help him no furtnar. witn tne medical services
terminated, tnere arose a need for social service. It fell to
the Agency to fill this need in the boy's life.
Case 33. On 6/8/.i5 s mota^r apyliod for
the case of two small children due to the
death of the f ?ither. She wit idrGw the ap-
plication wnen she placed th'.^ cii ildren
with their grandmother.
In 1926 the mother remarried. In
1935 she died.
On 9/4/37 thb step-father asked
tne Agency to care for the boy. Tht; step-
father had, in tne meant ime, remarried and
the boy was living ^/vith the tv,o step-par-
ents who did not with to support hijn.
Rather than place thu ooy 11- a fotjtcr
home, the yigency workeci out a plan where-
by he could live witn his own grandr;iother
and be supervised by tne Board of Public

Welfare. The case was then closed.
Pour years later the Agency was
asked by the Board of Public Welfare to
Care for the boy. As he had become self-
supporting, the Board of Public Welfare
had closed their case; however, because
of his youth he still needed supervision.
As the Agency felt it could now help the
boy, it accepted him for supervision.
The general oollcy of public relief agencies is to
terminate their services when the need for financial aid no
longer exists. Since this boy was self-supporting, the Board
of Public Welfare had no recourse but to close the case. Nev
ertheless, realizing that supervision was still necessary it
suggested that the Agency take over the responsibility. As
the reasons for application had now shifted from dependency
to guidance, the Agency was willing to accept the case.
Case 34. On 9/2/37 an unmarried mother
made application to the Agency. She
wanted her child to be born outside of
the city. Inasmuch as the Agency does
not help unmarried mothers until after
the child is born, she was referred to a
maternity home for unmarried mothers some
distance from the city.
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Four months leter following the
birth of har behy the mother returned «nd
asked the Agency to care for the child &s
her parents would not ellow the child in
their home. The child was then pieced in
a foster home.
The first applicftlon in this cese was a request for
information rather than care of the child. As a result of the
terminetion of the services of the maternity home, the respon-
sibility of planning for the mother and child fell to some
other agency. Consequently, upon second application the child
was accepted.
This case involves a different child in the second ap-
plication than was requested in the previous application.
Case 35. On 9/16/57 an ijpplicetion was
made for the care of an eight year old
girl who was very nervous. The mother
was emotionally unstable and the father
psychotic. Investigation showed that the
situation was ceused by the mother's dis-
like of the girl rather then any difficul-
ty within the child herself. The Agency
felt that the family could be helped much
better by a mental health clinic than by
a foster home for the girl as she was of
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dull normal intelligenoe and the family
EitUF-tion did not greatly disturb her.
Consequently, the family was referred to
the Child Guidance Clinic.
A second application waa made a
year later by an aunt when the mother had
a nervous breakdown. Again placement was
refused as the Child Guidance Clinic had
confirmed the Agency's original feeling
that the girl's difficulties were caused
by the mother. This time the family was
referred to the State Department of Men-
tal Health for supervision.
Three months later the State work-
er found an older girl in the family who
was sullen, bad tempered and a problem.
The Agency was asked to place this girl
in a foster home. As this girl was def-
initely a problen the Agency agreed to
foster home ctre.
The first two applications were made for the same child
who the Agency felt could not be greatly helped by placement;
but, it would seem that the Agency, while investigating, should
have discovered the difficulties of the older girl. A good
investigation implies a thorough understanding not only of the
problems of the particular child, but of the entire family sit-
t
uatlon. Had the Agency seen this, there might not heve been
the necessity for e repetition of applications.
Conclusions
Prom s study of the above cases It would seem that a-
mong some applicotions there are certain social problems that
are better helped in their initial stages by some other agency,
and thnt a reRpplice tion is necessary in this type of case be-
fore it becomes acceptable to the Agency. In another case the
Agency concentrated its investigation upon the individual
child for whom application w&s made, and completely missed any
of the problems involving a second child really needing its
services. This disclosed a definite need for a more complete
investigation into the entire family situation as well as into
the immediate problem.
iI
CHAPTTiR VI
SUMMARY
The principal findings with regrrd to the thirty-five
OBses studied, which heve disclosed meny facts useful to the
Agency in its future contacts, mtj oe summarized briefly.
Of all the cases studied, the largest group returned
to the Agency for assistance with the same problem for which
they had previously applied. Special attention was focused on
these oases. The fact that they returned with the same prob-
lems is prima facie evidence that their problems were not ade-
quately solved by their earlier contact with the Agency. A
large portion of these returned after having tried plans of
their own by placing their children privately. At the time of
their first applicstlons these clients had been given a ser-
vice in which the Agency hsd tried to work out a suitable plan,
but which to the clients did not appeer satisfactory. Howeverj
their return for further help, which resulted in their accept-
ance of foster home care, was their own admission that they
had finally decided that the Agency could make plans better
than they could. As the Agency cannot prevent clients from
making their own plans which do not involve Agency care, there
is in these cases no reflection whatever on the judgement of
the Agency.
Half of this group of clients had been referred to
other agencies, but in spite of this, they hed returned. This
would indicate tht^t thy Agency's policy of referring clients
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to other agencies is not necessarily sound. On the evidence
of these cases, more thought should be given to the client's
problem to prevent him from unnecessarily being pessyd beck
and forth bet'/>'een agencies until an ultimate solution is
i'
reached*
Two ceses returned for further help because of the
health of the mother. As the Agency has no control over these
unfortunate circumstances, the fpct that the clients had to
return was a matter of chance rather than anything else, and
did not reflect upon the judgement of the Agency in any way.
In a fev/ cases the Agency could have assisted the
child at the time of the first application rather than waiting
for a rerpplica tion. Two of these were cases In which the A-
gency feared that it \vould be assuming the responBibility for
a child who was undesirable from the standpoint of a private
child-placing agency. Both were reconsidered when a reappll-
oation was made by another agency and the earlier decision re-
versed. This number is very small considering the fact that
the Agency has to weigh the risk of being left solely respon-
sible for every child it takes. As only two cases of this kind
appear in this study it should not be taken as indicative of
any serious weakness In the Agency.
Two other cases however, disclosed that the Agency was
not performing its function by its failure to either refer the
cases to some other agency or else carry on further itself.
The Agency permitted a boy to suffer in an undesirable situa-
1
tlon when by further investigation it quite possibly could
have been rectified. Likewise, the Agency permitted a girl
to remain in an undesirable situation in an attempt to obtain
money for support from her father. It would seem from these
oases that the welfare of the child should be the primary
consideration, and the support of the child secondary. The
Agency used very poor judgment in refusing the core of these
children and should be criticized for its decision in the
light of subsequent developments.
It is interesting to note the similarity in types of
proble-ns at the first and second applicn tions . In the first
applications there were problems of domestic maladjustment,
death of parents, problem child, poor home conditions, insuf-
ficient income, health of the mother, and illegitimacy. In
the second applications there were fewer classifications: il-
legitimacy, domestic maladjustment, problem child, poor home
conditions, and health of the mother. Two classifications had
disappeared, those of death of parent and insufficient income.
Probably as a result of en earlier contact with the Agency the
clients learned that the Agency did not assist a family whose
primary problem was lack of income. This c^n only be a spec-
ulation which would have to be substantiated by further re-
search. Certainly, the fact that there were no reapplicatlons
due to the death of s parent was not the result of any educa-
tive process in connection with the first application, but
rather the use of a different term on the part of the worker

who took the apnllop tlon. This would point to a need for a
clearer definition of terms, as long ss the Agency maintains
the policy of clsssifying its applications by a phrase. At
the present time applicetions may be classified first as
"death of parent,** yet when e reappllcetion is made and the
clrcumstenceR are the same, it mej be classified as "problem
child." Several such classifications appear in the Day Book
of the Agency.
The outstanding types of problems that returned for
furthtir help were those involving illegitimacy and domestic
situations. Most of these represent cases in which there is
t^W loss of a parent caused by various reasons: divorce, sep-
>' aration, desertion or death.
It has already been shown thet there is a relationship
of time between the types of respplica tions . Those returning
with the same problems return much sooner thnn those whose
second problems were different.
Certain conclusions were drawn from an analysis of the
cases as to the causes of reapplications . Persons applied to
the Agency for help with problems which were not within the
province of the Agency. Out of thirty-fivy applications, sev-
enteen had to be referred to some other agency. This indicate^
that the Agency acted as a source of information to many cli-
ents. Yet in referring these cfeses to oth^r agencies, they
eventually returned and were accepted by the Agency, a fact
previously discussed. As this happens in almost half of the

coses It indicates that there has been considerable duplica-
tion of effort on the part of one or more agencies. This
duplication might be reduced by combining with the family e-
gency so that there is one intake department capable of meet-
ing both family and children's problems.
Clients reapplied who were not ready for the Agency's
help the first time. The cases wnich fell into tnis classifi-
cation ere: the parents whose separation was imminent but had
not actually occurred, the mother whose ciiild was not yet
born, and the client who would not give the Agency the full
information requested.
Certain suggestions for improvement in the mathods of
the Agency can be deduced from this stud./. The i»gency some-
times seems to narrow its attention to the child involved in
the application rather than to consider the fa.nily as a v^hole.
One glaring example of this is shown vhereby the Agency entire*)
ly missed the fact that another child in the ffiinily was the
one needing the Agency's services rather tnan tae one for whom
the application was made. Tnis means that the initial inves-
tigation must be more comprehensive then it is now so tm^t a
sound decision can be made on the best methods of helping a
child or the family.
The Agency tends to wait for symptoms to appear in a
Child before taking any action. Three cases came to the Agency
for help with family problems out of wnich the children's prob|
lems grew, under tny present policies, tne worker should be
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more alert to fsmily proDle.-ns end refer thera to a family agen-
cy. Also, further ana more complete investigations of family
problems might reveal children's problems much earlier than
the Agency now discovers then.
Cases in which the Agency is asked to investigate a
family should either be referred to the Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Children, or else followed up by the
Agency itself. Under no circumstances should tney be dropped
as has been done. Nor should the Agency hedge on technicali-
ties before accepting a child tnet really needs its help. This
is done at the expense of the child and as long as the iigency
exists for the welf>?re of cnildren it would seam to abuse its
right of existence by using the child as an instrumout of
force to compel parents to relinquish guardianship or to hulp
support the child involved.
Finally it is suggested that the Agency try harcer to
"sell itself' to parents who are thinking of private place-
ments. The Agency knov;s that it is better able to vda'ko place-
ments than is the parent, and sees many coses in which this
plan fails, almost diss strously. The Agency seems to prefer
to allow tn^i client to witndraw to make his own plans for
placement, rather than take aggressive steps to warn the cli-
ent away from this rather risky procedure. If it were able
more often to control tnis situation, it would not only be of
definite service to the child, out it would also be in a posi-
tion to help the parent who may be in need of as much assist-
I
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ance as the cnild.
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